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Company Overview

It is the only manufacturing plant in Japan which is equipped with a production system for both 
 wet clay  and  dry clay.  In the 1990s, there were approximately over 30 companies in the same 
industry. Nowadays, however, there are only 5 companies in Japan (three of them are in Okayama 
Prefecture), which exist as manufacturing plants of wet clay. The clay manufactured by the company 
is among the local industry resources and is mainly used as a carrier (materials which play a lubrica-
tive role and are indispensable for making each product function) for rubber, paint, adhesive, pesti-
cide, and medication.

Inside the plant

Efforts for innovative product development and c reative services

They have been working on improvement of quality of  c lay,  a 
local industrial resourc e, as well as on revitalization of loc al 
industry

Scenes from work

There being some clay with low quality, variance in quality has been a problem. This is due to the 
fact that clay is a natural mineral resource. In order to solve this problem, the company introduced a 
supplying machine of powder and granular material. This has enabled a control over the composition 
elements which makes manufacturing of high-quality clay possible, thereby allowing continuous im-
provement of quality and stabilization. They will continue to aim at manufacturing of products which 
use local natural mineral resources as well as at revitalizing of local industry.

It is a model business where the management and the antic i-
pated suc cessor are integrally involved in business suc c ession

Photos of the company participating in the  Okayama 
Successors  Academy  held by the Chamber of 
Commerce Association of Okayama Prefecture

In April 2015, a son who has already experienced working for other companies joined this family 
business as a future successor, starting efforts for the business succession. In the course of this suc-
cession, the future successor promoted the improvement of product quality as well as the streamlin-
ing of the production system. Through the  establishment of management innovation plan  and 
 preparation of management report to enhance business value,  the company succeeded in obtain-
ing  subsidies for manufacturing (correction in 2015) . This has pushed forward the manufacturing of 
high-quality clay which does not involve price competition. They have thus succeeded in establishing 
their edge in quality over their competitors.

Establishment of edge in quality by  development of new c lay 

The only 2-plant system in Japan with 
facilities for wet clan and dry clay

above Plant No.1, wet type
below Plant No.2, dry type

-
oped by the company is that, by introducing the latest  grinding facility  and  supplying machine of 
powder and granular material , the company has succeeded in commercialization of products 
through an integral production system (dry-type and wet-type manufacturing), which is only possible 
in Japan by the company. Thanks to this system, the company is now able to develop resin products 
with improved ability to block air, water, and gas. They are thus able to contribute, through their clay 
materials, to the development of new innovative products for which improved consideration for envi-
ronment and safety can be expected.

Location 840-1, Minamigata, Yoshinaga-cho, Bizen-City, 
Okayama

TEL/FAX +81-869-84-3121/+81-869-84-3125

Website http://sanyou-c.sakura.ne.jp/

Representative Representative director
Koji Takimoto

Establishment 1940

Capital 45 million yen

Employees 12 employees

It is a research & development and manufacturing company 
which aims to achieve high rank and high function for 
 clay,  a local industry resource, as well as to actively culti-
vate successors

 They have accumulated know-how through research and development 
in collaboration with universities and industrial technique centers. They 
have succeeded in development of new products with high quality

 The leadership of the incumbent President and the prominent energy 
of a future successor are making a good match. They have realized a 
capital investment through streamlining and making use of subsidies

 Through occasions such as primary school excursions for social stud-
ies, the company has been making efforts to pass over its manufactur-
ing skills of clay (local industrial resource)  (broadcasted by NHK)

SANYOU CLAY INDUSTRIAL Co. Ltd.


